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* if you are certified for a device, you can install the drivers from the certified oem or
lenovo support page. if you are running windows 7 or 8.1, you should use windows
update to be always up to date. virtual machine. the main advantage of the
virtualization software vmware is that it can run on a variety of platforms from
windows pcs to unix and mac os x servers and client systems. a virtual machine is a
software emulation of a physical computer running on a server. as a result, it can
run different operating systems on the same physical hardware. this is a great way
to try out different operating systems before deciding which you prefer. if youre
looking for a way to migrate your operating system to a new computer, you might
want to consider using virtualization software to create a virtual machine of your
existing operating system. this way, you can run your existing operating system on
a new machine without the risk of damaging your files. virtualization is also useful
for hosting your own server. while most home users will never need to run their own
server, they can still benefit from using the features and management tools
provided by the virtualization software. at a minimum, youll want to install vmware
server to create a stand-alone server. you can then install a desktop virtualization
application such as vmware view or microsofts hyper-v server on top of that to
create a virtual desktop environment. if youre interested in setting up a server at
home, youll need to install a web server such as webmin or a more capable server
application such as webinstant.
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in addition to the requirements above that are needed to run windows, some
features have additional requirements.in some cases, features included with

updated versions of windows 10 will be best experienced with newer processors. for
specific hardware support please refer to your original equipment manufacturer

(oem). below are some additional details regarding requirements for key features:
keywords are often used to identify content, but these keywords can also be used to

identify computers. the terms described below apply to all windows operating
systems and are based on a document issued by the federal communications
commission (fcc). if you install windows 10 on a pc with an encrypted drive or

partition, you'll need the device or a windows 10 device with a microsoft account to
log in after the pc is configured. if you have an msa or aad account, you can use that
account to sign in to any windows 10 device. in other words, there is no requirement
for an msa or aad account to login to a windows 10 device. for more information, see

learn how to create a microsoft account. for devices running the windows 10 pro,
windows 10 pro education, and windows 10 education editions in s mode, you must
have an msa or aad account in order to log in to the device, even if you previously
had an msa or aad account. for more information, see log in to your device. * black
windows 10 pro edition device firmware is not available in the s mode upgrade. the
purpose of s mode is to provide a streamlined and simplified experience. for some

devices, features like the hello screen, microsoft account sign-in, and continuum for
phones work in s mode. for more information, see windows 10 upgrade details.
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